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Life's trials and triumphs can seem accidental. One person may feel that life is a constant struggle in

which pitfalls abound and someone seems out to get him. Another may feel that every day is a gift

from God with special blessings just for her. That's because forces are at work in our lives: the

blessings of a loving God or the curses of our spiritual adversary.This hugely popular classic work of

Derek Prince helps readers recognize if there are curses at work in their lives and shows them how

to get out from under those curses to live under God's blessings. This third edition of Blessing or

Curse includes an extensive new study guide for small group or individual use.
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I was first turned on to this book by a pastor friend who ministers in deliverance. Right from the

outset, when we first met, he got the impression that I was suffering from some kind of curse,

without even having spoken to me at any length. I was ministering in worship and praise at the time

(which I still do) and I didn't pay too much attention to what he said until I read through this book.I

had felt for the longest time though (for the last 15 years or so), on numerous occasions that my

family and I had experienced a great deal more of "unlucky" calamity, sickness, and financial failure

than most of the people around us. The book lists, among other things, numerous objects that can

be doorways for the occult or idolatry to enter into our lives. Boy was I surprised when the pastor

showed me that the papyrus I used for educational purposes had the image of a musician

(symbolically me) making an offering on an altar to the highest god of Egypt! From then on, my wife



and I went through the house and we were amazed at the number of objects that we found. We

decided to burn them in the back yard.The book speaks in depth on self-imposed curses that we

bring upon ourselves through our speech, and also covers family, or hereditary curses that were

handed down to us through our ancestors. If you don't believe in hereditary curses you might want

to ask yourself why the doctor's office always has you fill out a form telling them what diseases your

parents and grandparents had.The question of course is, if Christ redeemed me from "the curse of

the law" why would I still need to break any curses in my life? Good question.
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